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Abstract
Quality control procedures are essential in many industrial production pipelines. These repetitive and precise tasks are
frequently complex, including several steps that must be performed correctly by different operators. To facilitate these,
quality control tests are often documented with static media like video recordings, photos, or diagrams. However, the need
for the operator to divide attention between the visual instructions and the task, and the lack of feedback lead to slow
processes, with potential for improvement. By using augmented reality (AR), operators can focus on the task at hand while
receiving visual feedback where it is needed. Nevertheless, existing prototypes are still at early stages, being tested only in
laboratory conditions, far from mimicking real scenarios. The major contributions of this work are twofold: first, we present
an AR-based quality control system capable of generating virtual content to guide operators by overlaying information in a
video stream while performing real-time validation. The system evaluates the current status of the procedure to ensure the
automatic progression to the next phase. Second, an evaluation was conducted in an industrial shop floor during 1 week, with
seven operators to verify if the system was robust and understand possible efficiency gains when compared to the alternative,
i.e., video instructions. Results showed that AR had a significant impact in procedures’ execution time (reduction of 36%),
while reducing the risk of human errors, which means AR technologies may represent a profitable and sustainable solution
when applied to real-world industrial scenarios, in the long run.
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1 Introduction

In today’s digital world, the demand to deliver products at a
faster rate and with better quality is continuously increasing.
Industrial procedures present several challenges in quality
control regarding, for example, product reliability impro-
vement [20], predictive maintenance [19], human factors
[14, 26], among others. As such, quality control procedures
are gaining more and more importance in the industrial
pipeline and there is a need to ensure that these procedures
are performed quickly and efficiently, even more because
failure to comply with clients’ specifications may result in
significant loss of time and money.

Currently, human factors have a crucial role in these
procedures, which rely most of the time on specialized
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operators devoted to these inspection activities. In this con-
text, distraction, fatigue, and lack of training, among others,
may result in errors, which, in turn, can compromise task
effectiveness [16].

Conventional quality control processes often resort to
instructions available on paper or in digital format (e.g.,
photos, videos, or diagrams) to guide workers across diffe-
rent types of procedures. Typically, workers are required to
map instructions to actions to be performed on real objects,
without any feedback or additional assistance [32]. This
lack of feedback can potentially lead to a slower process
and error increase due to the divided attention between
instructions and the task itself.

In this context, the use of information aid systems using
augmented reality (AR) included as a component in the
Industry 4.0 framework [10, 13] represents a technological
opportunity [5, 31] as it may increase significantly task
efficiency and reduce errors by keeping the worker focused
on the task by providing visual feedback where it is needed
[17]. AR allows to display digital information in context
[4, 24] overlaid on top of the real world or a representation
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of it, being potentially useful for quality control processes
with step-by-step instructions or other complementary data
[23]. It may also reduce operation costs through an increase
in spatial perception and a reduction in errors, time, and
cognitive workload [7, 12, 18, 21, 23, 25]. By leveraging
AR for quality assurance, companies can optimize the
inspection process, thereby reducing time to market as well
as waste. Specifically, by providing relevant information,
AR tools can provide a guide to help workers navigate
through unfamiliar scenarios or complex operations [6].

Despite all these potential advantages, ready-for-market
AR tools are still scarce and as a consequence their actual
benefit in real industrial contexts is not clearly demonstrated
[22]. One possible explanation for the lack of AR use in
industrial scenarios might be the difficulty to create virtual
instructions: a tedious, task-dependent, time-consuming,
and expensive process [27], being an active focus of re-
search in AR maintenance applications [13]. Another possi-
ble reason for the few or little real case studies is the open-
loop nature of most AR systems that only present infor-
mation without providing any feedback or awareness about
the current status of the assemble procedure [1]. This limi-
tation of existing systems using AR leads to the lack of user
action validation leaving to the user the decision if an action
was well executed.

In this paper, we address both problems in a real indus-
trial scenario, aiming to improve the efficiency of a specific
quality control procedure. The paper describes an AR sys-
tem developed to guide quality control tests based on two
components: a tool able to create virtual position instruc-
tions based on human demonstration, and a real-time error
detection algorithm to validate workers’ actions during the
process. A user study performed during 1 week in a real
industrial scenario allowed to improve the original proto-
type developed in a laboratory and to evaluate the gains our
solution can bring in an industrial shop floor.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents related work about the use of AR in
industrial quality scenarios. Section 3 describes the system
developed to support the creation of virtual content and the
algorithm used to validate his/her actions in a quality control
procedure. Section 4 presents the user study, the experi-
mental setup used, and the evaluation performed by real
operators of the company. Section 5 discusses the results
and impact of our method, and finally, Section 6 draws some
conclusions and presents ideas for future work.

2 Augmented reality for quality verification
in industrial scenarios

The growing number of recent papers on AR usage in
industrial scenarios demonstrate that this technology has

been gaining interest in the industry sector over time [8]. AR
solutions are ultimately expected to be used in real industrial
contexts [15] and, currently, many companies consider this
technology important to provide new services related with
their products [34]. Examining the work done since 2011
[13], the majority of the AR systems focused on assembly,
while quality control is one of the least explored topics, as
depicted in Fig. 1.

Regarding AR use in quality control, some works in the
literature proposed early systems, although suffering from
several limitations. Segovia et al. [30] developed a system
able to display real-time reports essential for the decision
making process with the objective of optimizing audit times.
Franceschini et al. [16] developed a prototype to identify
the products for inspection within a pallet with the objective
of decreasing human errors. However, no trials have been
conducted yet to assess if such a system would decrease the
error rate or increase efficiency in that task.

Another example is using AR for quality control in the
welding field. Despite automated robotic-based spot wel-
ding being the state of the art for body-in-white car manu-
facturing, the inspection of welding spots is still done ma-
nually to some extent [13], as the quality of spot welding
on car bodies needs to be inspected frequently. Zhou et al.
[33] tested a projector-based AR system for operators to eas-
ily identify welding spots that should be inspected. Doshi
et al. [11] enhanced this system to improve the spot-welding
quality during the manufacturing welding process, by high-
lighting spot-weld locations on vehicle panels for man-
ual welding operators. Throughout 3 continuous months,
their field experiments at an automotive plant showed at
least a 15% increase in precision, decreasing the distance
between the real weld-spot and the optimum position when

Fig. 1 Distribution of different fields of application for AR systems
in industrial scenarios. From the ninety-six papers surveyed by [13],
quality-related problems represents only 9%. Adapted from [13]
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using the AR system. Antonelli et al. [3] used a similar
technique to increase the accuracy and quality of man-
ual spot welding in the process by indicating the relevant
information as exact position of the welding spot, electric
parameters to be adopted for every specific point, and qual-
ity of the welded spot. This system was only tested by a
professional welder that was able to repeat the operation
without errors after a short period of training.

It appears that quality control is an industrial field where
AR researchers have not yet invested a significant effort
leaving the use of AR in these scenarios relatively unexp-
lored, despite the obvious benefits it can bring. Taking into
consideration, the current relevance of the problem and the
potential benefits of using AR to tackle it, as well as the scar-
city of research concerning the topic, we argue that further
research aiming the development of scalable AR-based so-
lutions should be undertaken and this has been a motivation
for our work.

3 Augmented reality-based system
with validation for quality control

This section introduces the AR-system developed with an
industrial partner to improve an existing quality control pro-
cedure used in the shop floor to check the error deviation
in several key points of an automotive part. The devel-
oped method is expected to improve the existing procedure
(relying on videos to illustrate the process) through AR by
integrating two modules: the verification and the augmented
creation methods. The AR part of the prototype creates the
virtual instructions, and then overlays them on top of a
live video stream to guide the user throughout the proce-
dure indicating the location where to perform the next mea-
surement. During the virtual information display, the verifi-
cation algorithm determines if the operator is executing the
procedure steps correctly at the predefined locations.

3.1 Case study scenario

The industrial task that motivates our work was raised by
domain experts from the industrial sector, after a visit to the
industrial plant in which they complained about the fallibi-
lity and lack of optimization of a quality control procedure
they need to perform very often during the construction
of a structural automotive part. The procedure consists in
measuring deviation errors of an automotive part at specific
positions and is an important specification of the clients
resulting in much waste along the process (pieces that
do not meet specifications are simply discarded). To fully
understand the problem, a user-centered methodology was
used and several meetings were held with domain experts.
We also visited several times the shop floor having spoken

with production line managers and operators who work
specifically on that task to understand its nuances.

The procedure is performed with a wireless measure-
ment device (a comparator) that is positioned manually by
the employee at the specific locations to evaluate. Measure-
ments are sent to an external computer and displayed in a
monitor above the quality control cell. Figure 2 illustrates
the environment where the process happens: the measure-
ment device is in one of the predefined positions and the
operator can check and validate (through the keyboard) the
final measurement for the current part. As depicted in Fig. 3,
after each of the nine measures, the operator needs to
move away from the cell to verify that the measurements
were effectively taken by looking to a display (see Fig. 4).
This procedure is sequential since the operator must posi-
tion the comparator in the next specific location after each
measurement and trigger the new measurement using the
keyboard.

A problem identified in the procedure described above
was the time required to trigger the measurement since the
operator had to move away from the supporting system
to look at the monitor and then validate the measurement
presented on the display before moving to the next action.
This also requires the interaction with a wireless keyboard
during the process (see Fig. 2).

3.2 AR visualization with user action validation

We developed a first version of a computer vision process
in our previous work [2] to verify the correct localization
of the comparator based on recorded data from a procedure
performed under normal conditions. The objective was to
trigger automatically the measurement when the device is
correctly positioned and move automatically to the next
stage showing the next location to be evaluated without any
user interaction.

The correct localization of the comparator position is
critical to trigger the measurement and enable a correct con-
trol of transitions between assembly stages. An algorithm
based on a template matching approach to compare two 3D
point clouds (one previously acquired with only objects that
remain static during the procedure and the current point
cloud under analysis) captured using the camera in the same
pose in order to have an equal perspective was used for com-
parator location and validation of the its positioning. The
algorithm starts by capturing a point cloud with the depth
sensor (mounted in a way that provides a bird’s eye view
of the automotive part under test), as shown in Fig. 4. In a
preliminary step, several point clouds were acquired to be
used as a basis to build a new template that will be used to
filter static objects in posterior stages. This template is obtai-
ned by adding all the point clouds, filtering it to obtain a 3D
representation with 1-cm resolution (the main algorithm
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Fig. 2 Quality control process.
A gauge ensures the correct
placement of the automotive
piece under evaluation. The
measurement device determines
the deviation errors at specific
positions during the nine-step
measurement process

Support System

Metal Piece

Operator

parameters configured in this stage are presented in
Table 1). Most of the objects presented in the point cloud
are assumed to remain static during the procedure. The tem-
plate is used to remove points outside a predefined working
area. The original template is also used to cluster and detect
moving objects that were not present during the initial con-
figuration steps (such as the comparator in our example).
Clusters with a number of 3D points below and above a spe-
cific threshold are discarded (see Table 1). The algorithm

Start

Operator picks up measurement device 

from its resting position

Operator drops the device 

in the predefined position

to perform the first measurement  

Operator moves away from 

the support system 

to validate measurement

Operator drops the device 

in the next position
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End

Fig. 3 Quality control process workflow. The procedure is composed
of nine measures, and the operator needs to move away from the cell
to verify each one of the measurements

considers that the measurement device is located at a spe-
cific position if a cluster appears in the considered area in
the same position for fifteen consecutive iterations (check
Table 1 for tolerance values). The parameter values were
obtained empirically using previously recorded bags of data
and only fine tuning was necessary in situ to cope with vari-
ations such as different camera positions and orientations.
This procedure is done during a calibration phase to mini-
mize the occurrence of false positives previously to both the
creation of AR content and the verification stage. The result
of this process can be found in Fig. 5, where the white dots
represent the point cloud regions that are equal to the initial
template inside the working area while the red ones repre-
sent those which do not appear in the template. Figure 6
presents the workflow of the algorithm used in the genera-
tion of AR instructions and in the validation process. The
difference between both modules resides in the fact that in
the verification stage we already know what are the specific
positions where the measurement device should be placed,
while the AR module is position agnostic.

The implementation uses C++ language due to the
large variety of graphical and image processing libraries
available, namely the ones that we use: ROS [28], OpenCV
[9] and PCL [29]. The system runs on a laptop with an Intel
i7-4710HQ processor and 8GB RAM.

3.2.1 Creation of AR content based on user demonstration
and validation process

During the development of the prototype, we realized that
the validation process can also be used to leverage the
creation of virtual content based on human demonstration.
For example, in Fig. 7, an operator placed the comparator
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Fig. 4 Comparator positioning
validation setup with a fixed
depth camera held by a tripod
looking down to the support
platform used for quality control

Measurement

device

Operator

Support System

Metal Piece

in a given location and the system creates automatically
the visuals (a green box in this case) indicating the device
position detected. This makes the validation process useful
not only to validate but also to help easily and quickly
creating AR annotations for several situations.

The algorithm presented above also implies calibrating
the camera used in terms of internal geometric and optical
characteristics (intrinsic parameters) in order to reduce the
distortion caused by the camera lenses and ensure a correct
combination of the real and virtual objects. In this work,
we use the standard chessboard calibration that relies on
a pattern viewed in many different angles at different
distances.

To create the AR content, we used the base algorithm
to extract the 3D points already inside an individual cluster
that is potentially correspondent to the measurement device.
With these points and using the camera calibration, we

Table 1 Parameters used in the algorithm designed to verify the
measurement device position

Parameter Parameter value

Number of point clouds to build initial template 10

Point cloud resolution in all dimensions 1 cm

Minimum number of points inside a cluster 10

Maximum number of points inside a cluster 100

Maximum distance between point cluster 1 cm

Distance tolerance from a cluster center to 5 cm

a specific position

Number of consecutive iterations needed to 15

validate the measurement device position

obtain the pixel positions of each them determining the min-
imum and maximum image coordinates that will be used to
build the bounding box indication the comparator position
(green box in Fig. 7). After showing the desired instruc-
tion to the user, he/she is able to confirm if the instruction
is well placed for a specific procedure step by placing
an ArUco marker inside the camera field of view. Upon con-
firmation, the system stores the visual cue characteristics as
well as the attributes of the points inside the cluster to be
subsequently used in the verification process. This confir-
mation step is also a calibration step to determine the camera
extrinsic parameters, as it stores the relative transformation
between the RGB-D camera and the comparator in each
procedure step.

During the field tests in the industrial shop floor, it came
out that only the visual marker in the video (green box)
was not enough to convey the orientation the measurement
device should have. Since our system is not yet able to infer
the comparator orientation, an additional visual instruction
was added manually for each step of the quality control test.
A 3D model of the automotive part was enriched with a
yellow 3D object representing the pose of the comparator
for the specific step, as shown in Fig. 8. In the industrial
case study, it is essential that this tool is accessible to users
without knowledge about the system as it allows to re-
calibrate it easily making possible the replication in another
work station. This represents a matter of the uttermost
importance because inside the shop floor there are industrial
press machines working, which results in a non-neglectable
impact on the remaining structures under the form of
vibration. This vibration can cause the camera to move
implying the execution of the calibration procedure every
time it occurs. To determine if the calibration procedure
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Fig. 5 Segmented point cloud
after extracting only the objects
that are not present in the initial
template. On the left side, we
have the RGB image captured
by the camera corresponding to
the captured point cloud shown
on the right. On the right side,
the white dots show the entire
point cloud and the red dots
correspond to regions that are
not present in the initial template

needed to be executed, the point cloud template used in the
beginning of the verification process is saved and compared
with the one being currently captured.

The verification procedure takes place after the creation
of AR content and is based on the algorithm described
in Section 3.2—the AR creation process, but with a
small improvement. Prior knowledge about point clusters
attributes for each procedure step allows filtering most
of the 3D information captured keeping only the relevant
information for the step. This is essential to get a
good resolution when comparing two point clouds while
achieving real-time performance. The algorithm used is
presented in Fig. 6, and the changes made to the base
algorithm are highlighted in blue.

4 User study in an industrial scenario

A study was performed to compare the operator efficiency
using two methods: the one currently used at the industrial
partner (based on video instructions) and the AR system
with validation developed in this work. The study was
performed in a real shop floor scenario during 1 week
with seven operators. Four had never performed the quality
control test before (inexperienced users) while three per-
form this task routinely.

4.1 Experimental design

A within-subjects experimental design was used, meaning
all users tested both conditions. The null hypothesis
(H0) was that the two methods are equally usable and
acceptable to perform the quality control procedure. The
independent variable was the information guidance method
provided to the operators with two levels corresponding to

video vs AR conditions. Before the test, participants were
instructed about how they should execute the task using
both method by watching another user do the quality control
procedure while a facilitator was explaining and answering
questions about the process. The dependent variables were
task performance and participants’opinion. To minimize
learning effects during the experiment, the users were split
into two groups and each group performed the conditions in
different orders.

4.2 Experimental setup

To show the procedure steps to the operators, two different
display methods were available: a large TV set playing an
instructional video in the first method while the second one
uses the same TV set to show a live video stream augmented
with virtual instructions along with a 3D perspective of
the examined object. The procedure instructions are shown
on the same display in both methods but with a different
perspective: the first presents the steps using a top-down
bird’s eye view and the second uses the RGB-D camera
perspective and predefined perspectives to show the 3D
instructions. Using these methods, the operators were
required to complete the quality control procedure described
in Section 3.1.

4.2.1 Instructional video method

The first method uses a non-AR method to display how the
quality control procedure must be done by showing instruc-
tions on a television screen (see Fig. 9). In this condition, the
operator uses specific keys of the keyboard to play and pause
the video and to move between steps. This method was selec-
ted as it is a good approximation of the actions performed
by the operators during the procedure currently used.
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Fig. 6 Algorithm workflow aimed to perform the creation of virtual content for AR. The blue path corresponds to further improvements present
in the user action verification algorithm described at the end of in Section 3.2.1

4.2.2 AR-Basedmethod

The second method uses a specific setup, in which a camera
is mounted on a tripod, pointing downwards at the gauge
where the test takes place, which represents a way to have
the system operational in a very short time period. The

setup includes the same screen used before, but it augments
the RGB-D live video stream by overlaying green boxes
at the correct position for the comparator in each step
(see Fig. 10). Instead of showing the instructional video,
the augmented video is presented on the TV set alongside
an image, as depicted in Fig. 11, containing a 3D model
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Fig. 7 Creation of AR content (green boxes) indicating where the
device should be placed based on human demonstration

and a yellow marker indicating the pose of the comparator
for the current step. In this method, the operator does
not need to use the keyboard as the measure would be
taken automatically when the comparator is detected in the
correct position. The validation of the correct comparator
positioning by the system is also used to automatically
trigger the transition to the next assembly stage.

4.3 Measurements

Two types of measures were considered in this study: task
performance and participants’ opinion. Task performance
is defined based on the task execution time (logged using
the computer, measured in seconds). This measure is the
time taken by the participants to complete all steps in the
procedure. Participants’ opinion was collected through post-
task interviews based on a predefined set of questions. The
questions asked were the following:

– Which was your favorite method?
– What are the main elements of that method that

contributed for your choice?
– Which aspects can be improved?

Fig. 8 3D model and a yellow object indicating the pose of the
comparator for the second step of the procure

Fig. 9 Instructional video snapshot illustrating the proper position of
the comparator (measurement device) for the quality control procedure
third step—system in place in the partner before our proposal

4.4 Experimental procedure

As mentioned, all participants used the two experimental
methods. Participants were instructed about the experimen-
tal setup and the tasks, and gave their informed consent.
To avoid undesirable external factors as stress, participants
were informed that we were interested in evaluating the sys-
tem and not their performance. Participants were observed
by an experimenter while performing the tasks. The obser-
ver also assisted them if they asked for help. Immediately
after completing the task using the two methods, a short
interview was conducted to collect participants’ prefer-
ences, as well as other comments and suggestions.

5 Results and discussion

Table 2 presents the participants’ execution time (in sec-
onds) for all conditions as well as their level of expertise.
The first obvious conclusion is the difference in execution

Fig. 10 Camera video stream augmented with green boxes showing
the correct position for the comparator in each step
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Fig. 11 3D model and a yellow object indicating the pose of the
comparator for the third procedure step

time between the two methods: participants, independently
of their expertise, performed faster using the AR-based
method. The results also show that, with this method, inex-
perienced and experienced participants achieved a more
similar performance (execution times range from 52 to 95 s
against 78 to 193 s for the method using video instruc-
tions). As expected, experienced participants were faster in
both conditions but the difference was smaller with the AR-
based method showing that, with augmented reality, their
performance was generally better than with video instruc-
tions. Moreover, as the difference between experienced and
inexperienced participants was smaller with the AR-based
method, results suggest that this method is more efficient to
guide even users that have never performed the task before.
Moreover, these results suggest that the AR-based method
may decrease the learning curve of inexperienced opera-
tors implying savings in training programs. By carrying out
the study with different user types (experienced and inex-
perienced), it allowed us to check if the system was robust
enough to deal with unexpected behaviors and to assess the
training potential of our solution. From the performed trials,
we can state that the system performed well in both aspects.

Figure 12 shows the boxplots of the time required to
complete the quality control procedure for each method.

Table 2 Procedure execution time using both methods and operator
expertise

Execution time (s) User expertise Relative operation time

reduction (percentage)

Video method AR method

120 70 Inexperienced 41.6%

193 95 Inexperienced 50.7%

112 81 Inexperienced 27.6%

105 66 Inexperienced 37.1%

83 69 Experienced 16.8%

78 52 Experienced 33.3%

101 54 Experienced 46.5%

Fig. 12 Boxplots of the procedure execution times obtained with the
two methods

It shows clearly that the AR-based method was able to
speedup significantly the participants efficiency. Using AR,
all the participants performed better and on average were
61.3% more efficient leading to a time reduction of 36.29%
per operation. In a typical week, our industrial partner
executes under normal conditions 756 procedures of this
kind. Based on the results presented here, the AR-based
system would allow 430 additional operations in the same
amount of time, implying a significant financial gain.
Another significant advantage of our system is its ability to
automatically check if the operator placed the comparator in
the correct location during the procedure. This functionality
is of utmost interest since, according to the domain experts,
operators often miss a position during the quality control
due to boredom, tiredness, or lack of attention. Such errors
result directly in financial penalties due to the delivery of
defective parts to the final client, as well as extra waste.

Concerning participants’ opinion, all operators preferred
the AR-based method with the 3D model perspective,
depicted in Fig. 11, instead of the instructional video. First,
because it makes easier to understand where the comparator
should be placed and provide instant feedback by moving
automatically to the next step when the measurement
is performed correctly. This preference could be related
with the 3D content itself since the operators are used to
work with 3D representations in their work environment.
Some participants also mentioned that the augmented video
stream complements the image using the 3D model as it
provides real-time feedback being independent from the
metal piece orientation in any situation.

Based on the 1-week field study, the prototype seems
robust enough for real operation and also economically
viable since, based on the average time reduction, it would
allow an increase of 57% tests each week! Although
the scope of the work presented do not aimed to assess
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economic viability, focusing mainly on system validation, it
is also noteworthy that our industrial partner is interested in
deploying the system in several gauges and other machines
due to its potential benefits in terms of costs and efficiency
and given its low-cost and easy setup.

6 Conclusion and future work

AR has been making its way into industrial scenarios and
has shown great potential for several applications in sce-
narios as logistics, assembly, maintenance, and to a lower
extent quality control.

In this paper, we presented an AR solution that shows
its potential use in quality assurance procedures. The pro-
posed AR system is composed of a virtual authoring tool
that facilitates significantly the creation of step-by-step
instructions based on user demonstration. In this context,
we also present a visual verification algorithm capable of
providing real-time feedback to an operator while conduc-
ting quality assurance procedures. We also described a user
study conducted to compare the operator efficiency using
two methods: video instructions—method that is currently
used at the industrial partner and AR instructions based on
the proposed AR system. This comparison was conducted
in an industrial setup by operators working on the shop
floor of our industrial partner, following a set of real qual-
ity assurance procedures. After a 1-week-long field study
in a metal industry, results of a user study performed in the
shop floor show that the system is capable of reducing sig-
nificantly the execution time of a complex quality control
procedure, allowing to increase by 57% the number of tests
performed in a certain period of time. In the specific case
addressed in this paper, this improvement could result in
the execution of 440 more tests in 1 week. Besides presen-
ting this advantage, our system also prevents users from
making potential costly errors due to human inherent limita-
tions as fatigue, distraction, and stress among others.
Although not quantified in this work, these errors are prone
to occur in peak production times due to the abnormal
demands imposed on the operators could cost the company
significant financial penalties, as well as waste. Overall,
the study results suggest that the proposed system has the
potential to improve KPIs such as the rate, count, and rejec-
tion rate, fundamental to improve the general efficacy of
our industrial partner. The virtual authoring tool presented
brings flexibility as it does not imply specialized knowl-
edge, allowing defining in an intuitive way the procedure
inspection positions, thus reducing costs in producing train-
ing materials. Moreover, the user study results suggest that
the learning curve to train inexperienced operators using this
approach is improved, resulting in extra savings in training
programs.

To have a better understanding of the potential impact
of our system, we also plan to extend the 1-week field
study to a longer period of time, involving more participants
and with a more professional setup (fixed structure in the
gauge to avoid sensor movements and calibration errors).
We plan to get an overview of how the industrial pipeline
is structured by observing the operators’ behavior (i.e., tra-
jectories made to fetch and deliver pieces between pipeline
stages) on the shop floor. After this observation, we intend
to quantify how much time and motion is required to per-
form the processes related to the task. Then, we plan to
measure how many pieces are verified using the previ-
ous methods and our AR-based method to obtain unbiased
knowledge about the real gains for the task itself. This mea-
surement shall be done in different time scales, to check how
many pieces can be verified in an hour or during an 8-h shift.
This will allow us to better understand the shop floor logis-
tic dynamics. After these measurements, we plan to define
the solution and deployment costs and evaluate its long-term
financial impact, namely the payback period corresponding
to the initial investment.

Also as future work, it would be valuable to use the image
data for semantic extraction and not only to use it for
visualization. This would make this system more robust and
open the possibility of using it in other types of quality
control scenarios. For example, knowing the position of a
possible object of interest, it would be feasible and valuable
to classify it as the expected object or not. This work
can also serve as the base to create an AR visualization
system capable of overlaying on the top of a real piece
information about undesired offsets responsible for the
quality check rejection, informing the operators where they
should act to correct its defects. This would represent a
major improvement in the production line since it would
allow the reuse of a piece instead of leading to its disposal
that occurs when the quality check failed. This would
contribute to a leaner approach in several ways, by reducing
time, waste, motion, and additional work.
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